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ABSTRACT 

 
Web usage mining attempts to discover useful knowledge from the secondary data obtained from the 

interactions of the users with the Web. Web usage mining has become very critical for effective Web site 
management, creating adaptive Web sites, business and support services, personalization, network traffic flow 
analysis etc., Web site under study is part of a nonprofit organization that does not sell any products. It was 
crucial to understand who the users were, what they looked at, and how their interests changed with time. To 
achieve this, one of the promising approaches is web usage mining, which mines web logs for user models and 
recommendations. Web usage mining algorithms have been widely utilized for modeling user web navigation 
behavior. In this study we advance a model for mining of user’s navigation pattern.  The proposal of our work 
proceeds in the direction of building a robust web usage knowledge discovery system, which extracts the web 
user profiles at the web server, application server and core application level. The proposal optimizes the usage 
mining framework with fuzzy C means clustering algorithm (to discover web data clusters) and compare with 
expected maximization cluster system to analyze the Web site visitor trends. The evolutionary clustering 
algorithm is proposed to optimally segregate similar user interests. The clustered data is then used to analyze the 
trends using inference system. By linking the Web logs with cookies and forms, it is further possible to analyze 
the visitor behavior and profiles which could help an e-commerce site to address several business questions. 
Experimentation conducted with CFuzzy means and Expected Maximization clusters in Syskill Webert data set 
from UCI, shows that EM shows 5% to 8% better performance than CFuzzy means in terms of cluster number. 
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Introduction 

 
With the explosive growth of information sources available on the World Wide Web, it has become 

increasingly necessary for users to utilize automated tools in find the desired information resources, and to track 
and analyze their usage patterns. These factors give rise to the necessity of creating server-side and client-side 
intelligent systems that can effectively mine for knowledge. Web mining can be broadly defined as the 
discovery and analysis of useful information from the World Wide Web. This describes the automatic search of 
information resources available on-line, i.e. Web content mining, and the discovery of user access patterns from 
Web servers.   

This proposed approach, presents a complete framework and a summary of our experience in mining Web 
usage patterns with real-world challenges such as evolving access patterns, dynamic pages, and external data 
describing an ontology of the Web content and how it relates to the business actors (in the case of the studied 
Web site, the companies, contractors, consultants, etc., in corrosion). The Web site in this study is a portal that 
provides access to news, events, resources, company information (such as companies or contractors supplying 
related products and services), and a library of technical and regulatory documentation related to corrosion and 
surface treatment. 

The portal also offers a virtual meeting place between companies or organizations seeking information 
about other companies or organizations. Without loss of generality, in the rest of this paper, we will refer to all 
the Web site participants (organizations, contractors, consultants, agencies, corporations, centers, agencies, etc.) 
simply as companies. The Web site in our study is managed by a nonprofit organization that does not sell 
anything but only provides free information that is ideally complete, accurate, and up to date. Hence, it was 
crucial to understand the different modes of usage and to know what kind of information the visitors seek and 
read on the Web site and how this information evolves with time.  
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For this reason, we perform clustering of the user sessions extracted from the Web logs to partition the 
users into several homogeneous groups with similar activities and then extract user profiles from each cluster as 
a set of relevant URLs. This procedure is repeated in subsequent new periods of Web logging (such as 
biweekly), then the previously discovered user profiles are tracked, and their evolution pattern is categorized. 
When clustering the user sessions, exploit the Web site hierarchy to give partial weights in the session similarity 
between URLs that are distinct and yet located closer together on this hierarchy. The Web site hierarchy is 
inferred both from the URL address and from a Web site database that organizes most of the dynamic URLs 
along an “is-a” ontology of items. Also enrich the cluster profiles with various facets, including search queries 
submitted just before landing on the Web site, and inquiring and inquired companies, in case users from 
(inquiring) companies inquire about any of the (inquired) companies listed on the Web site, which provide 
related services. 

 
Literature Review: 

 
This section provides some discussion about several web usage mining techniques available today. 

Recently, data mining techniques have been applied to extract usage patterns from Web log data (R. Cooley, et 
al., 1997; O. Nasraoui, et al., 1999; 2000; J. Srivastava, et al., 2000; M. Spiliopoulou et al., 1998). This process, 
known as Web usage mining, is traditionally performed in several stages (R. Cooley, et al., 1997; O. Nasraoui, 
et al., 2000) to achieve its goals:1. Collection of Web data such as activities/click streams recorded in Web 
server logs.2. Preprocessing of Web data such as filtering crawlers requests, requests to graphics, and 
identifying unique sessions.3. Analysis of Web data, also known as Web Usage Mining (J. Srivastava, et al., 
2000), to discover interesting usage patterns or profiles.4. Interpretation/evaluation of the discovered profiles.5. 
Tracking the evolution of the discovered profiles. 

R. Cooley, B. Mobasher, and J. Srivastava suggests Application of data mining techniques to the World 
Wide Web, referred to as Web mining, has been the focus of several recent research projects and papers. 
However, there is no established vocabulary, leading to confusion when comparing research efforts. The term 
Web mining has been used in two distinct ways. The first, called Web content mining in this approach is the 
process of information discovery from sources across the World Wide Web. The second, called Web mage 
mining, is the process of mining for user browsing and access patterns. This proposed approach defines Web 
mining and present an overview of the various research issues, techniques, and development efforts. Then 
briefly describe WEBMINER, a system for Web usage mining, and conclude this paper by listing research 
issues. The term Web mining has been used to refer to techniques that encompass a broad range of issues. 
However, while meaningful and attractive, this very broadness has caused Web mining to mean different things 
to different people and there is a need to develop a common vocabulary. Towards this goal proposed a definition 
of Web mining, and developed taxonomy of the various ongoing efforts related to it. Next, presented a survey of 
the research in this area and concentrated on Web usage mining. Provided a detailed survey of the efforts in this 
area, even though the survey is short because of the areas newness and also  provided a general architecture of a 
system to do Web usage mining, and identified the issues and problems in this area that require further research 
and development. 

Swetha .G , M.Ashwin recommends Web usage mining applies data mining techniques to records of Web 
site visits. To better understand patterns of usage, analysis should take the semantics of visited URLs into 
account. Even though the Web site under study is part of a nonprofit organization that does not “sell” any 
products, it was crucial to understand “who” the users were, “what” they looked at, and “how their interests 
changed with time,” all of which are important questions in Customer Relationship Management (CRM). Hence, 
present an approach for discovering and tracking evolving user profiles. We also describe how the discovered 
user profiles can be enriched with explicit information need that is inferred from search queries extracted from 
Web log data. Profiles are also enriched with other domain-specific information facets that give a panoramic 
view of the discovered mass usage modes. Presented a framework for mining, tracking, and validating evolving 
multifaceted user profiles on Web sites that have all the challenging aspects of real-life Web usage mining, 
including evolving user profiles and access patterns, dynamic Web pages, and external data describing ontology 
of the Web content. A multifaceted user profile summarizes a group of users with similar access activities and 
consists of their viewed pages, search engine queries, and inquiring and inquired companies. 

Jaideep Srivastava. y, Robert Cooleyz , Mukund Deshpande, Pang-Ning Tan  Proposed Web usage mining 
is the application of data mining techniques to discover usage patterns from Web data, in order to understand 
and better serve the needs of Web-based applications. Web usage mining consists of three phases, namely 
preprocessing, pattern discovery, and pattern analysis. This paper describes each of these phases in detail. Given 
its application potential, Web usage mining has seen a rapid in- crease in interest, from both the research and 
practice communities. This paper provides a detailed taxonomy of the work in this area, including research as 
well as commercial offerings. An up-to-date survey of the existing work is also provided. Finally, a brief 
overview of the Web SIFT system as an example of a prototypical Web usage mining system is given. This 
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proposed approach has attempted to provide an up-to-date survey of the rapidly growing area of Web Usage 
mining. With the growth of Web-based applications, specifically electronic commerce, there is significant 
interest in analyzing Web us- age data to better understand Web usage, and apply the knowledge to better serve 
users. This has led to a number of commercial offerings for doing such analysis. However, Web Usage mining 
raises some hard scientific questions that must be answered before robust tools can be developed. This technique 
has aimed at describing such challenges, and the hope is that the research community will take up the challenge 
of addressing them. 

Mike Perkowitz Oren Etzioni recommends the creation of a complex web site is a thorny problem in user 
interface design that automatically improve their organization and presentation by mining visitor access data 
collected in Web server logs. In this paper we introduce our own approach to this broad challenge. Specifically, 
we investigate the problem of index page synthesis the automatic creation of pages that facilitate a visitor's 
navigation of a Web site. First, formalize this problem as a clustering problem and introduce a novel approach to 
clustering, which we call cluster mining: Instead of attempting to partition the entire data space into disjoint 
clusters, we search for a small number of cohesive clusters. Next, we present PageGather, a cluster mining 
algorithm that takes Web server logs as input and outputs the contents of candidate index pages. Finally, we 
show experimentally that PageGather is both faster and more effective than traditional clustering algorithms on 
this task. This experiment relies on access logs collected over a month from an actual web site. Although the 
PageGather algorithm finds promising clusters in access logs, it is far from a complete solution to index page 
synthesis. Cluster mining is good for finding clumps of related pages for example, several audio samples of 
guitars but it has trouble finding the complete set of pages on a topic use cluster mining to generate the original 
clusters, but then use the elements of the cluster as training data for learning a simple, general rule that defines 
membership in the cluster. The index page generated will contain links to all pages that match the rule. 

Florent Masseglia, Maguelonne Teisseire, Pascal Poncelet suggests the behavior of a Web site’s users may 
change so quickly that attempting to make predictions, according to the frequent patterns coming from the 
analysis of an access log file, becomes challenging. In order for the obsolescence of the behavioral patterns to 
become as null as possible, the ideal method would provide frequent patterns in real time, allowing the result to 
be available immediately. The system proposes a method allowing finding frequent behavioral patterns in real 
time. Considering how fast the frequent behavior patterns can change since the last analysis of the access log 
file, this result thus provide completely adapted navigation schemas for user behavior predictions. Based on a 
distributed heuristic, our method also answers several tackled problems within the data mining framework: 
Discovering “interesting zones” (a great number of frequent patterns concentrated over a period of time, or the 
discovering of “super-frequent” patterns), discovering very long sequential patterns and interactive data mining. 
This approach proposed a real time method for Web Usage Mining designed to perform most calculations on the 
machines navigating on the Web site. Since the execution times of our method do not have to be evaluated, we 
centered our performance study on the quality of the result provided. These experiments showed that the 
approach allows finding all the frequent sequences in most cases. With an aim of showing the feasibility of our 
approach, we presented the architecture of a Web site, designed to extract frequent behavior patterns from user 
navigations. The main idea, based on the available computing power provided by connected browsers, has been 
evaluated during several test sessions, performed at the Lirmm. These tests, of about 15 minutes each, grouping 
a hundred users, allowed to find all the frequent sequential patterns exhibited after an access log analysis. 

D. N. Sei-panos, G. Karakostas, WH. Wolf  suggest the Web accesses follow Zipf’s law with a good 
approximation, as measurements and observations indicate. This property provides an important tool in the 
design of web caching architectures, because it allows designers to calculate appropriate cache sizes to achieve 
the desired hit ratios. The appropriate cache size combined with an LFU replacement policy achieves high cache 
hit rates. However, LFU replaces objects based on frequency measurements of past accesses. Thus, the system 
achieves high hit rates only after these measurements are reliable and converge to the final Zipf distribution. In 
this paper, we provide an analysis using Chemoff’s bound and a calculation of an upper bound of the number of 
initial requests that need to be processed in order to obtain measurements of popularity with high confidence and 
a measured Zipf distribution which converges to the correct one. This proposed approach has introduced new 
results on the experimental determination of a Zipf’s law distribution for a set of objects based upon a stream of 
requests for those objects. Our results allow a Web cache that takes advantage of Zipf’s law to accurately 
determine the usage distribution of the objects it should cache based upon observed usage patterns for the 
objects. Efficient caching is very important to the development of Web-based multimedia applications. 
Multimedia objects are sufficiently large that they can consume unacceptable amounts of both disk space and 
bandwidth when cached indiscriminately. Zipf’s law holds the promise of more effective use of network caching 
resources for multimedia objects. We are presently constructing an experimental caching system based on Zipf’s 
law. Advanced multimedia caches can help with the distribution of both streaming and non-streaming 
multimedia objects. We believe that the effective use of Zipf’s law will be an import component of next-
generation multimedia caching systems. 
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Sushil J. Louis suggest a technique for evolving similar solutions to similar configuration design problems. 
Using the configuration design of combination logic circuits as a tested, the paper shows that combining genetic 
algorithms with a case-based memory leads to improved performance on sets of similar design problems. In this 
approach, rather than starting from scratch on each design, periodically inject a genetic algorithm’s population 
with appropriate partial solutions to similar previously attempted problems. Experimental results on the 
combinational logic design of parity checkers and adders shows that this system takes less time to provide better 
quality solutions to new design problems as it gains experience from solving other similar design problems. The 
designs generated by the combined system also tend to be more similar than those generated by a randomly 
initialized genetic algorithm. This implies that the system can be used for quick, high quality re-design so that 
when components fail or deteriorate, we can quickly regain lost or deteriorating functionality. Described a 
system that combines a genetic algorithm with case-based reasoning and showed that the case injected genetic 
algorithm (CIGAR) learns from experience to improve performance. Used the combinational logic design of 
circuits as a scalable, well-understood, test problem. These results lead to several implications for fault 
tolerance, evolvable hardware, and component re-use especially for very long duration space missions. The 
basic idea would be to use an offline problem generator with knowledge of component failure properties to 
generate design problems for CIGAR. Before being put to production use the CIGAR based design system 
would “practice” on these problems and collect a case-library of useful complete and partial designs. 

 
Conclusion: 

 
The web usage mining framework presented in this work evaluates the performance of expectation-

maximization (EM) and CFuzzy means cluster algorithms. The proposed Miner framework is an initial effort to 
patch up some of the weaknesses of the conventional web log file analyzers. The experimental results of EM 
represent that by decreasing the number of clusters, the log likelihood converges toward lower values and 
probability of the largest cluster will be decreased while the number of the clusters increases in each web usage 
pattern.  

The experimentation on the K-means clustering is also conducted. The results indicate the EM approach can 
improve accuracy of clustering to 5% to 8% more. By linking the Web logs with cookies and forms, it is further 
possible to analyze the visitor behavior and profiles which could help an e-commerce site to address several 
business questions. The further scope can be made in the direction of applying some classification methods for 
request. This can be used in web usage mining-based prediction systems. 
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